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Abstract 
In the modern world rainfall is very difficult to predict, because of its 

non-linearity and complicated happening. So, in order to model and predict 

advance computing technologies are needed. The objective is to analyse the 

four-months (June, July, August, and September) of rainfall data of 30 years 

from 1982-2012 in Goa, India. This paper describes Feed Forward -Back 

Propagation (FFBP) algorithm to train the networks, and to get optimised 

results Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used. Promising results are obtained for 

GA approach than Artificial Neural Network (ANN) alone. 

Key Words:ANN, GA, Partition around medoids (PAM), Self-Organising 

maps(SOM). 
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1. Introduction 

Indian economy mainly depends upon agriculture. Still irrigation isn't properly 

managed in Asian Indian economy mainly depends upon agriculture [1]. Still 

irrigation isn't properly managed in Asian nation and agriculture largely depends 

upon the rain. The nature’s greatest gift is Rainfall. In India, the primary source 

for agriculture is rainfall. Due to global warming and greenhouse effect the 

accurate prediction of rainfall becomes difficult. The rainfall affecting 

parameters are needed to predict the rainfall that is largely suppressed due to 

complex behaviour. So, the greatest challenge is accurate prediction of rainfall 

forecasting [2]. Rainfall forecasting is an innovative technique used to forecast 

the rainfall for a particular zone. Prediction requires vast measure of information 

from earlier year’s climate records. Rainfall prediction is inconceivably helpful 

for water management and flood control [3]. 

There are certain meteorological factors such as pressure, humidity, wind, 

temperature etc, that affects the rainfall prediction [4]. Mainly two 

methodologies to predict the future rainfall. The first method relies on some 

environmental laws (factors). This can be unfeasible due to many reasons, 

rainfall is the final product of variety of advanced region processes which can 

invariably change with area and time, calculations are a troublesome process, 

and therefore the regarding data to help intensity of rainfall, wind-speed, 

temperature, humidity and so on are constrained in both the geographical and 

time-based perspectives. The second method is for rainfall prediction, for this, 

development of ANN is used; which performs non-linear mapping between 

input nodes and output nodes [5]. For forecasting, ANN is essentially utilized as 

a result of having the capacity of looking at and utilizing the earlier climate 

records. ANN has higher precision than other numerical models. To train ANN, 

the most effective technique is BP.  For optimising Neural Network(NN), 

suitable method is GA [6]. Despite the fact that GA and ANN have their own 

methodologies. Despite the fact that GA and ANN have their own 

methodologies and their own benefits and drawbacks, now a day there are 

certain advanced methodologies to consolidate and to build a new Hybrid 

Frameworks called Neuro-Genetic Models [7]-[9]. These models are applied in 

larger geographical areas as well as smaller areas to forecast rainfall [10]-[12].  

Hu (1964) proposed ANN demonstrate for climate determining. He utilized a 

versatile structure called Adaline structure for pattern prediction. This 

framework, utilized 200 winter SLP 27and 24-hr pressure change data for 

predictions. The selected region could find out rain-no rain patterns in the San 

Francisco Bay zone and are compared with Climate Department of United 

States (US) for similar periods. He observed that the new frameworks have the 

ability of creating appropriate patterns of climatic conditions without the 

complete involvement of weather parameters [13]. Cook and Wolfe (2011) 

developed Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN) model to predict the 

average air temperatures [14]. Chen and Takagi (1993) developed NN model 
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approach for rainfall prediction in open sea near Shikoku, Japan. They utilized 

NN model for discovering the connection between Geostationary 

Meteorological Satellite (GMS) information and rainfall strength. BPNN 

learning algorithm is used for training and GMS image is used as the input data 

to the network [15]. Wong et al. (2003) developed an ANN model for rainfall 

prediction. For Clustering and classification, SOM and BPNN are used. Rainfall 

prediction is done by Fuzzy rule after clustering by SOM and classification by 

BPNN. Therefore, the authors observed that their proposed model has many 

advantages over the existing one and also helps the analyst to understand and 

interact with the model using fuzzy rules [16]. 

Geetha and Selvaraj (2011) developed BPNN model for mean of monthly 

rainfall prediction in Chennai, India [17].  Abhishek et al. (2012) developed an 

ANN model to predict monthly rainfall in Karnataka. The authors compare three 

algorithms BPNN, Cascaded Back-Propagation (CBP) and Layer Recurrent 

Network (LRN), the author verified that, BPNN is the best among the three 

algorithms [18]. Hung et al. (2008) employed an ANN model for real time 

rainfall forecasting and flood management in Bangkok, Thailand [20]. Paras et 

al. (2007), developed a weather forecasting model. They used the rainfall 

affecting parameters for weather predictions. They use feed forward ANNs 

with BP for supervised learning using the information stored at a particular 

station [19]. Prof.Kohonen (1990) developed a new data visualization method 

called SOM that reduce the dimensions of data using self-organizing NN also 

decrease dimensions display similarities [20].  

Christodoulou et al. (2004) proposed a neural SOM and KNN classifier 

demonstrate for precipitation prediction by utilizing climate radar. Radar 

information are utilized as inputs and the rain-check estimations as output. 

Based on the radar reflections with an average rate of 23 percent, the rainfall 

rate on the ground was anticipated. Finally, they have stated that the 1rainfall 

rate forecasts on weather radar estimations are conceivable [21] Dharmistha. 

et.al (2012), developed a model using GA based weight optimization of ANN.  

This model indicates that the weights of each layers are optimized using GA 

[22]. Maya.et.al (2014) developed an ANN rainfall model for forecast south 

west monsoon in India. They used SOM clustering method and ANN 

classification method using the meteorological parameters [23] 

The objective of this study is to analyse rainfall data of Goa for the monsoon 

period during 1982-2012. This paper describes empirical method techniques 

belonging to clustering and classification approach. In this study ANNs are used 

to implement classification methods. The inputs used are Sea Surface 

Temperature (SST), Sea Level Pressure (SLP), U-Wind, V-wind, Humidity of 

India Ocean(IO) and the output is rainfall of Goa. 
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2. Data and Methods 

  Data 

The 10 X 10 gridded data of SST, SLP, Humidity, U-wind, V-wind of Indian 

Ocean(IO) (30
0
S-30

0 
N; 40

0
E-120

0
E) for this study is collected from 

International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Datasets (ICOADS) site, 

[http://icoads.noaa.gov] [24] of Goa from the period of 1982-2012. The 10 X 10 

gridded rainfall data for Goa region (28
0
 N to 38

0
 N; 72

0
 E to 12

0
E) are collected 

from Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) site, [www.imdpune.gov.in] 

[25] for June to September (JJAS). 

  Methods 
  SOM Clustering Approach 

Clustering is a datamining technique. The method of arranging a group of 

similar objects that means the objects with similar characteristics are fall in one 

cluster and others are in another cluster is known as clustering. In this paper, 

SOM clustering method is used. The Kohen Self-Organizing Feature Map 

(SOFM or SOM) is a clustering and data visualization technique based on NN. 

It is a centroid-based clustering. The objective of SOM is to observe and 

to obtain a set of centroids value and each object is associated with one centroid 

value. In NN, there is one neuron is related with each centroid. 

 BCNN-Classification Approach 

Classification is a data mining technique. The main purpose is to expect the 

target class for every case from the dataset. ANN is an interconnected network 

which is capable to attain and use experimental data which has been related to 

the network. There are numerous sorts of NNs are there and amongst all, BPNN 

is applied in this study and compare this BPNN model with hybrid BPNN- GA. 

The algorithm indicates two passes through the layers one is forward pass and 

another is backward pass. In feed forward neural network(FFNN), the data 

moves only in forward direction. Each layer consists of different neurons and 

when each layer receives data, makes separate calculations and forwarded to 

another layer. The network weights are fixed in forward pass. In NN, there are 

three set layers; input node is first node and the final node is output node, and 

both of these layers are interconnected by hidden nodes.  

Activation functions are implemented on each node. The sigmoid function is a 

logistic function which has a sigmoid curve. This can be implemented in hidden 

layers and output layers and can be calculated using this eq.1  

     (1) 

Throughout the rearward pass, the weights are adjusted in accordance with an 

errors rectification approach. An error signal is calculated by real data of the 

network is subtracted from predicted data. This signal is then actions backward 

through the layers of network. So, this algorithm is also known as the Error -
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back propagation. To make the real data comes closer to the predicted 

one, connection weights are to be adjusted. The precision of the model can be 

measured using the Root Mean Squared error (RMSE) function given in eq.2. 

RMSE=                (2) 

  GA-Optimization Approach 

GA and ANNs, both are learning and optimization algorithms which centre from 

biological systems. For training ANN, BPNN is used and GA is used for weight 

optimization in the network layers. Also, before implementing GA, each 

individual from the entire population is allotted with a formulated fitness 

function and parents are nominated for reproduction and crossover to produce 

new ones. BP learning methods explains the process of moving back from the 

hidden layers to the input layer of the network depending on the weight 

modifications.  GA is an iterative process that consists of a chromosome, each 

unique represented by a set of symbols, called the genome, which enhances the 

given problem. In general, GA is a theoretical method which effectively allows 

extracting large datasets with BPNN for determining an optimized set of 

weights.  

 Dunn Index Method  

The Dunn index is mainly used for evaluation of clustering algorithms and 

internal evaluation of data. The main purpose of this method is to recognize a 

collection of clusters that are compact, with a small difference between the 

members of the cluster, and are well separated, where the means of different 

clusters are sufficiently far apart, as compared within cluster variance. 

3. Methodology and Results 

The time series weather data for the parameters contains missing values. To 

retain regularity and compactness, the missing values are rearranged by List 

wise deletion method. Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), five 

parameters were extracted out . Both input parameters and output parameters are 

pre-processed using Min-Max Normalization using eq (3) 

 

Then rainfall values are clustered using SOM and Partition Around Medoids 

(PAM). In both methods optimised number of clusters is 9 and validates using 

Dunn Index Method which is given in table 1, and graphical representation of 

this method is given in fig.1.The results showed that SOM is better than PAM. 

The whole data is divided into three sets, 70 percentage used for training (1982-

2002), 15 percentage for validation (2003-2007), and for 15percentage (2008-

2012) is tested. Then input parameters are fed to ANN model and rainfall 

clusters are classified. Sigmoid activation function is applied on each network 

layer. .   Figure1 depicts the flow diagram for proposed architecture of two 
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methods namely FF-BPNN, BPNN-GA for rainfall prediction. BCNN-GA gives 

better results compared to FF-BPNN alone. 

 

Figure 1: Proposed Architecture 

Table 1: Dunn Index Coefficients Values of SOM and PAM 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2: Comparison Graph 

The accuracy for test data is found to be 92.78. To improve the accuracy the 

weights of ANN model are optimised using GA. Using the optimised weights, 

the combined model of GA-NN gives better accuracy (98.78) than the first 

model. Table no 2 shows accuracy of both models. Figure (3) diagram 

corresponding to BCNN. From the table2 it is evident that GA-NN gives 

promising results than BPNN shown in bold and therefore can be used for 

rainfall prediction of other states also. 

 

Figure 3: FFNN-BPNN Model 

CLUSTETRS C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 

SOM 50.67 57.34 60.21 65.98 70.67 79.45 88.64 92.65 86.43 80.61 77.57 

PAM 48.90 52.83 55.39 60.66 66.21 72.59 80.54 87.22 80.43 76.69 70.32 
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Table 2: Accuracy Table 

Method FF_BPNN BPNN-GA 

Training 79.54 80.12 

Validation 90.63 97.17 

Testing 92.78 98.78 

4. Conclusion 

Rainfall Forecasting is very much significant in today’s modern world. In this 

study, we are introducing a hybrid combination of neuro-genetic model has been 

used for the weight optimization of network layers of ANN. By using the five 

meteorological parameters such as SST, SLP, Humidity, U-wind, V-wind of IO 

region. Results shows that the rainfall prediction of Goa region. gives better 

average prediction accuracy for  BPNN-GA approach than the FF-BPNN alone. 
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